Seismic reliability analysis of jacket type support structure for offshore wind turbine was performed. When defining the limit state function by using dynamic response of support structure, a number of dynamic calculations should be done in such approach as First Order Reliability Method. That means analysis cost goes too much high. In this paper, a new reliability analysis approach using static response is used. Dynamic effect of the response is considered by introducing a new parameter called Peak Response Factor. The probability distribution of Peak Response Factor can be estimated by using peak value in dynamic response. The probability distribution of Peak Response Factor was obtained for a set of ground motions. Numerical example was presented to compare the proposed approach with conventional static response based approach.
INTRODUCTION
On the sea area, there exist the ordinary loads such as wave and wind as well as the occasional loads such as earthquake, typhoon and tsunami. Among them, the seismic load can cause the most severe damage on the structures. Recently, more frequent and bigger earthquakes have been observed on the sea; therefore, the safety evaluation of the offshore structures under earthquake condition is very important. The existing seismic design followed the deterministic analysis method, which would contain the uncertainties in the applied loads and the soil properties. These uncertainties must be considered to prevent non-conservative or conservative design so as to achieve an accurate structural evaluation. Many active studies have been conducted to apply the uncertainties of variables to the design in response to the increasing needs of the reliability design (Bush and Manuel, 2009; Zhang et al., 2010) . In the existing reliability analysis, the seismic load was converted into a static load which didn't account for the frequency characteristic so that the calculated probability of failure might not be accurate (Lee and Kim, 2011) . The reliability analysis only with the static seismic load is not appropriate and one with the dynamic seismic load must be conducted.
However, the dynamic seismic analysis will take lots of time requiring repetitive structural analysis on the estimation of the response surface and the reliability analysis. By using the peak response factor which is defined as a ratio of dynamic response to static response, the time issue can be solved with dynamic effects (Lee and Kim, 2014) .
In this study, the reliability analysis with peak response factor for the dynamic effects was conducted. The seismic load, soil property, and peak response factor were considered as probability variables, and a limit state function was defined by the response surface method. Through the defined limit state function, the reliability analysis with First-Order Reliability Method (FORM) was conducted (Hasofer et al., 1974) . The probability variables other than the normal distribution was defined by Rackwitz-Fiessler method for mean and standard deviation (Rackwitz and Fiessler, 1978) . A jacket structure used for oil drilling for a long time was used for an example. The reliability analysis results from Level III with peak response factor was assumed true and applied. In this study, the real structure with multi Degree Of Freedom (DOF) was used to verify the peak response factor, while a single degree of freedom model was used in Lee and Kim's study (2014) . The conventional Monte Carlo Simulation(MCS) requires lots of trials and many application difficulties are expected. The MCS based Latin Hypercube Sampling(LHS) was used in this study, which requires relatively less trials to produce satisfying results. The FORM was also conducted considering the peak response factor with dynamic properties as a constant to review the effect on the results.
Theory

Reliability analysis
The reliability analysis can be sorted as three levels according to designer's requirements: Sampling method (Level III) that produces lots of random sampling numbers to get the probability of failure in a direct way; Approximate solution (Level II) around the failure point using the defined limit state function; Safety evaluatioin (Level I) in a simple way by applying the factors to the load function and the resistance function. The Level III method can produce a relatively accurate probability of failure but it requires many samples because the probability of failure used to be very low from the engineering point of view.
Response surface method
To perform the reliability analysis, a limit state function should be defined by the probability variables and the structural response such as deflection and rotation are considered as dependent variables. The limit state function defined by the variables are expressed in the form of implicit function and it makes the analysis difficult. The Response Surface Method (RSM) can approximate the limit state function into the explicit function to make analysis easier (Scheuller et al., 1987) . The response surface can be obtained by selecting the sample points in a constant interval from the center, and performing structural analysis from those points. (Khuri and Cornell, 1987) . Each sample point can be expressed by Eq. (1).
(1)
Where, and are the mean and standard deviation of variable , respectively, and is the expansion width, is the scattering index.
Peak response factor
The dynamic peak response and the joint probability density function are expressed by Eq. (2). The damage probability is a volume of the probability density function where the limit state function belongs to negative numbers, and expressed by Eq. (3).
In Eq. (2), is a probability density function of each variable, is a probability density function of dynamic peak response to corresponding variables. and are one variable and a dynamic peak response corresponding to the variable. in Eq. (3) is a limit state function.
The reliability analysis requires repetitive structural analysis until getting convergent reliability index. In general, a static response is used because getting dynamic peak response every time is not easy. In this study, to apply the existing method considering the dynamic effects, a ratio of dynamic peak response ( ) to static response ( ) was used as shown in Equation 4. The ratio ( ) is called a Peak Response Factor (PRF). (4) From the Eq. (4), under the assumption that the dynamic peak response is proportional to the static response when the dynamic features does not change according to the stochastic variables, the limit state function can be defined by Eq. (5). (5) Expressing the peak response factor and the joint probability density function of variables, and the limit state function on the normal distribution space, the reliability index ( ) which is the shortest distance between the origin and the failure surface can be obtained.
Numerical analysis
Model and environmental condition
A commercial program ANSYS Ver. 12.0 (Ansys Inc, 2009) was used for modeling and numerical analysis. A 5MW offshore wind turbine of NREL(National Renewable Energy Laboratory) reference model (Jonkman et al., 2009 ) was used. A jacket structure was used to accord with the environmental condition in South west coast in Korea. A beam element was used for tower and jacket, and the Rotor and Nacelle (RNA) was converted into a concentrated mass on each center of gravity by mass element as shown in Figure. 
Foundation model
As shown in Figure. 1(b), the supports are connected with the foundation composed of cohesive soil and sandy soil, which have a depth of 15.5 m and 18.5 m, respectively. In general, when a load is applied to a structure, a displacement happens along the load direction and also foundation reaction happens to resist the displacement. The relationship between the load and displacement increases non-linearly. To express the nonlinear effect of the foundation, the API RP 2A(American Petroleum Institute, 2007) recommends the p-y curve considering the pile diameter and the effective specific weight.
A p-y curve for cohesive soil is listed in Table 1 , and the ultimate bearing force ( ) by Eq. (6) is used for p-y curve. Where, , , , and are the depth from the surface, undrained shear strength, pile diameter, effective specific weight and experience constant, respectively. is a critical depth calculated by Eq. (7).
is a parameter of the critical displacement calculated by Eq. (8).
is a constant strain corresponding to a half of the maximum stress from the undrained compressive test. 
The p-y curve for sandy soil can be calculated by Eq. (9). , and are initial foundation reaction factor, penetration depth of pile and a factor for repetitive load and static load, respectively.
The ultimate bearing force can be obtained by Eq. (11) using the minimum of calculated and .
{ (11)
Where, the constants , , for the ultimate bearing strength and the initial foundation reaction factor which is used for p-y curve can be estimated using internal friction angle ( ) in Figure . 2 and 3. 
Additional mass
In this study, a additional mass method proposed by Goyal and Chopra (1989) was used because the offshore structures must consider the effect of the sea water. Suppose the sea water was non-compressive fluid, this method consider the water pressure below the sea level of a cylindrical support structure as an equivalent additional mass. The estimated additional mass is regarded as a mass element. Eq. (12) and (13) show how to calculate the additional mass on both outside ( ) and inside ( ) of the structure. Where , , , , and are total length immersed in the water, specific weight of the sea water, outer and inner diameter of the support structure, outer and inner height of the support structure, respectively. is expressed by . By inserting and in Eq. (14) and (15) into Eq. (12) and (13), the additional mass can be obtained.
is a second-type Bessel function with coeeficient of , and is a firsttype Bessel function with coefficient of . The additional mass by pressure on outer and inner of the pile and bracing is shown in Figure. 5. The total additional mass of the sea water is listed in Table 2 . 
Seismic load
Before performing reliability analysis, the probability distribution of each variable should be estimated. The seismic intensities per recurrence periods in Korea are proposed in the Korean Port and Harbor Design Standard (MOF, 2005) . The HeMOSU-1, which was installed by Korea Electric Power Corporation is under operation for resource investigation and design load computation of South-East offshore wind power complex development. This area is assumed to be a future installation site of the wind power facility for this research. The latitude and longitude by World Geodetic System (WGS84) of the site are 126。 07´ 45.30˝and 35。 27´ 55.17˝. Figure. 6 shows the hazard map for the return period of 500 years. From the hazard map, the peak ground The probability distribution of the seismic factor follows the 3-parameter weibull distribution as Eq. (16). It can be estimate by using the scale parameter ( ), shape parameter ( ), location parameter ( ) and maximum ground acceleration per average return period. The parameters of the probability distribution can be obtained from the relationship between the return period ( ) and seismic factor ( ).
is a cumulative probability distribution of 3-parameter weibull distribution.
The parameters from the regression analysis of Eq. (18) are , , . Figure. 7 shows the exceedence probability according to the seismic acceleration from hazard map, and the one from the regression analysis.
Fig. 7 Estimated probability of exceedance for PGA
The measured seismic time history data is required because a dynamic analysis must be preceded for peak response factor. However, the measured data is not available for the site and a relevant artificial earthquake was produced and used for the research. Abundant data is required to estimate the distribution of the peak response factor; therefore, 50 seeds of each PGA from Table 3 were applied to produce 350 seismic accelerations in total. Figure 8 shows the seismic time history of PGA 0.01g. between 1.3 and 3.7 according to the seeds. Therefore, the frequency ratio ranged from 5 to 13. As shown in Figure. 9, the dynamic amplification factor corresponding frequency ratio can be less than one.
Fig. 9 Dynamic amplification factor (DAF)
Probability distribution of peak response factor
The distribution of peak response factor can be obtained by dynamic peak response from dynamic analysis and by static response from static analysis. According to the displacement response, the 3-parameter weibull distribution is the most suitable distribution as shown in Figure. 10. the histogram and probability density function of the peak response factor are shown in Figure. 11. As shown in the probability density, the position parameter of x-axis peak response factor is 0.3296. As explained in Figure. 7, when frequency ratio is high, the position parameter of peak response factor can be low. A real earthquake whose main frequencies usually distributes in a low range may produce bigger amplification effect than an artificial earthquake.
Reliability analysis
The wave load and the wind load must be considered in analysis of an offshore structure. However, during the reliability analysis, the load factors show the Most Probable Failure Point (MPFP) which approaches the ultimate value of probability of distribution through repetitive analysis. For that reason, all wave load, wind load and seismic load are in their ultimate state. In reality, it is hard to happen, so the API RP 2A(2007) recommends to use a seismic load separately from the others. The seismic load and the soil properties are considered as probability variables in the reliability analysis. The distribution of variables and the parameters are listed in Table 4 . As mentioned previously, the FORM, Level II reliability analysis method was applied. The inner friction angle of sandy soil can be calculated by the curve fitting using Figure. 2 and 3. In the reliability analysis, if the calculation result is out of range of the inner friction angle, an inappropriate initial foundation reaction factor may be produced. To prevent the erroneous result, the inner friction angle follows the Beta distribution and 30。 and 40。 were set as a lower and an upper limit. In the previous researches, the normal distribution was used for soil properties (Yoon et al., 2013; Yoon et al., 2014) but the soil property can not be zero or negative number. If the sensitivity of soil property is very high, the most probable failure point can dramatically low. Considering this kind of possibility, the log normal distribution was used in this study, and the 3-parameter weibull was used for seismic factor and peak response factor. The allowable horizontal displacement ( ) was 25 mm per Korean Road Design Standard.
By using the response surface method, the limit state function was defined as Eq. (19). A sample point for estimation of the response surface was obtained by SD method.
( 19) The Level III reliability analysis was performed to verify the result of the Level Ⅱ analysis. In the existing MCS method, 10~100 times of the inverse of the expected damage probability is used as a sample number. This method requires dynamic structural analysis and hard to apply, while LHS requires only small number of samples for damage probability to converge quickly. In this study, the LHS based MCS with dynamic structural analysis was conducted. The numbers in Table 4 same as the Level II analysis condition were applied for probability variables and corresponding characteristics. The peak response factor was not considered as a variable because the dynamic response was used. Total 1,500 times of analysis were performed for sample numbers. Through the curve fitting to the cumulative probability of response, the probability distribution was estimated and the probability of damage was calculated.
Analysis results
The reliability index of LHS based MCS for verification was 3.3481. After conducting FORM with peak response factor, the reliability index ( ) converged on 3.2012 with 4 repetitions showing probability of failure of 6.8428 e-2 %. When the peak response factor was not considered as variable, it was 2.0569 e-1 % with reliability index of 2.8693. The convergence tendency is shown in Figure. 12. In Table 5 , the MPFP of each probability variable and the sensitivity factors are listed. In Table 6 , the results The results by FORM and the ones by the extraction method are listed.
A 64-bit Windows 7 operating system with 3.4-GHz quad core CPU and 16-GB RAM was used for the analysis. The run-time for the reliability analysis was 6 minutes and 30 seconds, and that for the Level III analysis was 21 days 20 hours and 30 minutes. 
CONCLUSIONS
The reliability analysis of jacket-type offshore wind turbine support structure was conducted. To consider the dynamic effect in the analysis, a peak response factor ( ) -the new probability variable -was used. The response surface was estimated from the horizontal displacement, and using the FRORM, the reliability analysis was conducted by the limit state function. As known from the sensitivity, the seismic factor was the most critical factor and the influence of was also relatively higher than other factors. To verify , the structural analysis was performed by the extraction method. The result showed the reliability index error of 0.1469 compared with the FORM. Although no obvious criteria is available to decide an acceptable error boundary, from the engineering point of view, 4.3876% is thought to be an acceptable error level. That means the reliability analysis using applies the dynamic nature properly. Considering the analysis time, it is not possible to estimate the probability of damage using dynamic structural analysis practically. The Level II, even with some minor error, seems the most suitable method.
The case 1, with , showed higher reliability index than the case 2, without it meaning the probability of damage of the case 1 is low. It can be concluded that this method may produce a conservative design compared with the result of the extraction method. Considering the dynamic character, the more accurate design can be possible: That means the existing static based method does not make proper analysis method.
The structural response can be amplified or reduced according to frequency features. It may cause some safety problem; therefore, the dynamic effect must be reviewed for structural safety evaluation.
Although an offshore structure was studied in this research, the results can be applied to the seismic design of onshore structures because the peak response factor used here is applicable to them. More economical structural design can be possible by estimating the life cycle risk cost through the seismic reliability design. 
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